Check out ButterflyCoins.org, another project from the BookCrossing team! Bookish Quotes. “The true felicity of a lover of books is the luxurious turning of page by page, the surrender, not meekly abject, but deliberate and cautious, with your wits about you, as you deliver yourself into the keeping of the book. And some sisterly photos just for fun. See more ideas about sisters, books, books to read. And some sisterly photos just for fun. Jim Marshall’s Intimate Images of Legendary Musicians. The only photographer allowed backstage at the Beatles’ final concert at San Francisco’s Candlestick Park and the primary photographer at the legendary Woodstock music festival, Jim Marshall carved out a reputation as one of the best documentarians Beautiful Children. Beautiful Babies. Beautiful Family. BookCrossing. Quite the same Wikipedia. Just better. BookCrossing. Available in. Multilanguage. URL. bookcrossing.com. Commercial. No. Registration. Yes. Launched. April 21, 2001; 19 years ago (2001-04-21). BookCrossing (also BC, BCrossing or BX) is defined as “the practice of leaving a book in a public place to be picked up and read by others, who then do likewise.”